
 
 

SpeedCap Installation Instructions: 
 Gather Your Tools: 
 
1. Ensure you have the necessary tools on hand: 

Small flat-blade screwdriver 
 
2. Prepare Your Workspace: 

Find a clean, well-lit, and stable surface to work on. Lay down a soft cloth or towel to protect your paddle from 
scratches during the installation. 
  
3. Remove the Existing Grip Cap: 

 Use the flat-blade screwdriver to carefully loosen and remove the screws or staples securing the current grip cap.  
 
Note: Selkirk paddles use adhesive to secure the factory cap, using your screwdriver pry loose the cap by going 
around and slowly loosening.  
  
4. Position the SpeedCap: 

 Place the SpeedCap onto the handle in the same orientation as the previous cap. Align any markings or features to 
match the original position. 
  
5. Secure the SpeedCap: 

Using Double Sided Tape or Grip Tape/Athletic Tape to secure the SpeedCap in place. (Double Sided tape is not 
necessary, the SpeedCap will remain in place with just the paddle grip securing it) If necessary, you can spray the 
tape with Windex to allow the SpeedCap to slide into place easily, the Windex will evaporate in a few minutes. 
 
NOTE: Some variations in paddle grip sizes will occur from the manufacturer, it may be necessary in some cases 
to add a few wraps of Athletic Tape https://a.co/d/9JxYIzx under the SpeedCap to take up a little space for a more 
secure cap fit.  
  
6. Check for Stability: 

After installation, gently shake the paddle to ensure the SpeedCap is securely attached.  
  
7. Test Your Paddle: 

Before heading to the court, take a few practice swings to get a feel for the enhanced weight and balance. Adjust 
your grip as needed to accommodate the changes. 
  
Hit the Court: 
You're now ready to experience the upgraded performance of your paddle with the SpeedCap. Head to the court 
and enjoy the improved feeling, power, and head speed in every game! 
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